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Sound boxes covering different themes,
kindly recorded by Brian Blessed OBE
8 activity posts with rubbings - so bring
paper and pens
Seating areas
Tactile information board 
Wildlife pond
The first manual Changing Places facility

Running from Torside Car Park to Railway
Cottages this recently upgraded section of
route will provide fun for everyone. With
improved surfacing and being entirely off
road, this route is being made more accessible.
You won't be lost for things to do in this
inspiring landscape, such as:

The Longdendale Access Project (LAP) aims to
improve accessibility for all on the
Longdendale section of the Trans Pennine
Trail. The project was launched with a
donation from the Legacy of Pat and Bryan
Allison to the Friends of the Trans Pennine
Trail. The legacy has enabled additional
funding to be secured from other sources and
partners who have worked together to provide
this improved route. 

                                     Many of the elements 
                                     developed through this 
                                     project are identified on 
                                    site with Longdendale  
                                     Access Project logo 
                                    plaques such as this. 
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Pat and Bryan Allison
The legacy of 

Pat and Bryan Allison met as students at
Sheffield University in the early 1950s. They
were keen ramblers and cyclists and
throughout their lives enjoyed exploring the
Peak District. They were both always
conscious of the needs and abilities of all. 
For over 30 years Bryan was actively helping
visitors in the Peak District both as a part-
time Volunteer National Park Ranger and as a
long-term member of Buxton Mountain
Rescue Team. They became more personally
aware of limitations to accessibility in the
countryside when Pat was diagnosed with
Multiple Sclerosis. As this progressed, trails
on former railway lines with their gentle
gradients and regular surface were a
particular favourite. They never lost their
passion for the outdoor life. The Longdendale
Access Project, created in their memory has
made it possible to develop these aspects on
the Longdendale Trail section of the Trans
Pennine Trail. It is hoped that this will help
everyone to enjoy this area, as Pat and Bryan
did. 

Information about the
accessibility project

Thank you to the family of the legacy donation
who have enabled this wonderful project to take
place and spearheaded accessibility and further
partnership working.
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The Trans Pennine Trail Partnership and the
Friends of the Trans Pennine Trail will
continue to seek to enhance accessibility for
all users and hope that the works along this
section really do provide a difference.
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